WE'RE SO SURE OF WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH OUR NEW MACHINES, WE'RE PUTTING MONEY ON IT.

FUEL CONSUMPTION GUARANTEE
Your money back if your equipment’s fuel consumption rate exceeds the guaranteed fuel consumption rate. For three years or 5,000 service hours after your purchase, we’ll track your actual fuel burn using Cat® Product Link™ and send quarterly emails comparing the two rates. At the end of each year, if your actual fuel burn exceeds the guaranteed rate, you’ll get a credit of 1 USD/gallon or 1 CAD/liter in the form of a Cat Financial Commercial Account Card.

EMSOLUTIONS FLEET REPORTS
Track machine and operator information to make data-driven decisions. Fleet reports pull relevant data from your machine’s Product Link—providing trends on run time, idle time, fuel burn, operator-induced faults and more. You can compare your data to industry benchmarks and make changes in how you operate, maintain and service machines to boost efficiency.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS OFFER PLEASE SPEAK WITH YOUR YANCEY MACHINE SALES REPRESENTATIVE TODAY.

SPECIAL OFFER ON 100+ ELIGIBLE NEW CAT® MACHINES NOW UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 2015
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www.YanceyBros.com
REGISTER FOR THE CAT® FUEL CONSUMPTION GUARANTEE
Get Paid if Your Equipment Exceeds Burn Rates

BUY OR LEASE BETWEEN NOW AND DECEMBER 31, 2015.
See a list of all 100+ eligible Cat® new machine models at cat.com/fuelguarantee.

ENROLL ONLINE WITHIN 60 DAYS.
Click the “Register Your Machine” button at cat.com/fuelguarantee within 60 days of your sale date.

ENTER THE REQUESTED INFORMATION.
You’ll need the serial number of each eligible machine, plus some basic contact information.

CHECK YOUR EMAIL.
You’ll receive a confirmation first, then quarterly emails comparing your actual fuel burn rate to the guaranteed rate.

GET PAID.
At the end of the calendar year, if your actual fuel burn exceeds the guaranteed consumption rate, you’ll get a credit of 1 USD/gallon or 1 CAD/liter in the form of a Cat Financial Commercial Account Card.
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